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Abstract7

The Cornell Brookhaven Experimental Test Accelerator (CBETA) [1] is a8

novel, and the first of its kind electron accelerator to combine two remark-9

able concepts, the Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) [2] and the Fixed Field10

Alternating Gradient (FFAG) concept [3]. The accelerator has been built11

at Cornell University in collaboration with Brookhaven National Laboratory12

(BNL) and it is at its commissioning stage. The FFAG beam line consist of13

two arcs sections and a straight section, with all sections comprised of single14

cells, each cell made of two Halbach type of magnets. The cell in the arcs15

consists of one focusing quadrupole and a combined function magnet which16

is comprised of a dipole and a defocusing quadrupole multipole. The cells in17

the straight section consist of a focusing and a defocusing quadrupoles. Each18

focusing quadrupole has a window-frame dipole corrector magnet generating19

vertical dipole field and the other magnet has a corrector generating hori-20

zontal dipole field. This technical note reports on the mechanical design and21

the electromagnetic properties of these window frame corrector magnets.22

Keywords: FFAG, ERL23

1. Introduction24

The CBETA electron accelerator [1] is unique of its kind to combine25

two remarkable concepts, the Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) concept and the26

Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (FFAG) concept. Fig. 1 is a top view of the27

CBETA accelerator. A 6 MeV electron bunch generated from the injector28

(IN) shown in Fig. 1 is injected to the ERL (LA) to increase the kinetic29

1Work supported by the US Department of Energy and NYSERDA
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energy of the electron bunch by 36 MeV and subsequently enters the “4230

MeV” line of the four-line splitter section (SX) of the accelerator.31

Figure 1: Layout of the CBETA accelerator. The section labeled (IN) is the 6 MeV
electron injector into the CBETA accelerator. The section labeled (LA) is the ERL, the
sections labeled (FA), (TA), (ZA), (ZB), (TB), and (FB) are the FFAG sections which
accommodate four recirculating electron bunches in the energy range from 42 MeV to 150
MeV. The sections (SX) and (RX) are the splitter and combiner sections respectively each
comprised of four lines to transport the electron bunches with energies 42, 78, 114, and
150 MeV respectively.

The 42 MeV beam line of the splitter (SX) transports the electron bunches32

to the FFAG-sections (FA, TA, ZA, ZB, TB, EB) and the combiner (RX)33

section, recirculate the bunches to the entrance of the ERL for the bunches34

to receive an additional 36 MeV at the exit of the ERL. The bunches attains35

their final energy of 150 MeV after two additional recirculations in the FFAG.36

Subsequently, by changing the path length of the 150 MeV bunch, the phase37

of the electron bunches with respect to the RF accelerating field of the ERL38

changes by 180o and the energy of the electron bunches is reduced by 3639

MeV each time the bunches transverse the the ERL, for their energy to be40

reduced to 6 MeV after four recirculations through the ERL. The 6 MeV41

electron bunches are dumped in the designated electron dump (BS). It is42

for the remarkable property of the FFAG that electron bunches with energy43

range from 42 MeV to 150 MeV can be transported by the single FFAG44
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transport line which consists of the sections (FA), (TA), (ZA), (ZB), (TB),45

and (FB) shown in Fig. 1.46

The FFAG transport line consists of 107 cells each comprised of two Halbach47

type permanent magnets. The cell in the arcs (FA), (TA), (TB), and (FB)48

consist of a focusing quadrupole (QF) and a combined function magnet (BD)49

which is a combination of a dipole multipole, and a defocusing quadrupole50

multipole. Each cell in the straight section (ZA), (ZB), consist of a focusing51

quadrupole (QF) and a defocusing quadrupole. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of52

three consecutive FFAG arc-cells of the CBETA. Each QF and DB magnet of53

the cell has a window frame iron core with a coil generating a vertical dipole54

field for the QF magnet and an horizontal dipole field for the BD magnet.55

These window frame magnets act as dipole corrector magnets. This paper

Figure 2: A perspective view of three consecutive cells of the FFAG arcs. Each cell consists
of two magnets, one of a focusing quadrupole (QF) and one of a combine function (BD)
with dipole and quadrupole multipoles. Each magnet has a window frame magnet acting
as a corrector.

56

provides information on the mechanical and the electromagnetic properties57

of the window frame magnet. The effect of the dipole corrector magnet on58

the magnetic multipoles of a Halbach magnet is discussed and calculations59

and experimental results are presented. The extend of the dipole field of each60

corrector magnet on the neighboring magnets is also studied and presented.61
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2. Description of the mechanical design of the window frame mag-62

net63

Mechanical drawings of the window frame magnet are showing in Figs. 364

and 4. The dimensions in the drawings are in inches. Table 1 lists the
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Figure 3: A mechanical drawing of the corrector showing the dimensions in inches of the
iron core of the window frame magnet.

65

dimensions in units of cm of the square window frame iron core. The thickness66

(label “Thick” in Table 1) of the iron frame has been chosen for the iron not67

to saturate when the corrector is excited at its maximum field. The inner68

width (W) and height (H) of the frame have been chosen to allow space for69

the placement of an aluminum block shown in Fig. 5 around the magnet for70

keeping the temperature of the permanent magnet constant. The length of71

the iron frame has been chosen for the coil of the corrector magnet not to72

extend into the drift space between the Halbach type of magnets.73

2.1. The coil of the dipole corrector magnet74

The constrain on the maximum field generated by the corrector and the75

optimum power supply to be used to power the magnet, defines the AWG76
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Figure 4: A drawing of the window frame magnet showing the number of copper-wire-
turns wound in one of the sides of the frame to make the coils. Dimensions in the drawing
are in inches. The maximum current running through the wire of the coils is 2.29 A

gauge and the turns of the conductors which make the magnet’s air cooled77

coils.78

Fig. 4 is a another drawing of the magnet which shows that there are79

10 layers of copper conductors for each coil and lists the number of turns of80

the copper conductors per layer. The first four inner layers of each coil are81

made of copper conductor gauge 14 and the rest six layers of copper conduc-82

tor gauge 11. Both wire conductors have heavy built polyimide insulation.83

Initially the corrector magnet was designed to generate a dipole field by con-84

necting in series the coil made of the four inner layers to that of the opposite85

side of the frame, and also generate a quadrupole field by “appropriately”86

connecting the outer-six-layers-coil of one side, with the corresponding coil87

placed on the other three sides of the frame. Table 2 lists the number of88

layers and the turns per layer wound around each side of the iron window89

frame. The gauge of the copper wire conductors is also listed in Table 2. For90

completion we introduce Table 3 which lists the inductance of the window91

frame magnet when various combinations of the coils are used to generate92

Normal and Skew dipoles and Normal quadrupole. In Table 3 the meaning of93
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symbols are: N (Normal) S (Skew) V (Vertical) H (Horizontal). To generate94

a Skew quadrupole the window frame magnet should be rotated by 45o. In95

this case four coils, one in each side of the window frame magnet have to be96

used to generate either normal or skew dipole or a combination of both.97

APPENDIX B describes possible coil-connection of a window frame magnet98

that generates dipole and quadrupole fields as well as a combination of of99

both multipoles as described above. In addition APPENDIX B describes100

possible use of floating power supplies to generate a combination of Normal101

Dipole, Skew Dipole, and Normal Quadrupole multipoles. In the CBETA102

setup the coil made of wire gauge 14 is connected in series to that of gauge103

11 and this combined coil is connected in series with the coil on the opposite104

side of the window frame to make a dipole corrector, with the maximum105

current running through the coil’s conductors at 2.29 A. The coils which106

generate the vertical dipole field (Horizontal-corrector) are placed on the107

vertical sides of the window frame and those which generate the horizontal108

field (Vertical-correctors) are placed on the horizontal sides of the window109

frame.110

Table 1: Dimensions of the square window frame iron of the corrector magnet.

Length Inner(W/H) Out(W/H) Thick
[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm]
7.95 22.86 26.67 1.905

Table 2: The number of copper-wire turns in each of the layers of the coils. The wire
gauge of the layers 1 to 4 is AWG=14 the rest layers have wire gauge of AWG=11

Layer # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total turns
# of turns 123 120 119 118 84 79 78 75 74 73 914
Wire AWG 14 14 14 14 11 11 11 11 11 11

Res. [Ω] Induct. [H] Imax [A]
2.61 0.680 2.29
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Table 3: Inductance of the window frame magnet based on the coils used to generate a
combination of dipole and quadrupole corrector

Multipole Coils Layers/side Turns/side Inductance [H]
N-Dipole V-Side 1 to 4 480 0.192
N+S-Dipole V+H-Side 1 to 4 480 0.377
N-Dipole V-Side 1 to 10 914 0.680
N-Quad V+H-Side 5 to 10 434 0.129
N+S-Dip N-Quad V+H-Side 1-4 5-10 480 434 0.504

3. The electromagnetic properties of the dipole corrector magnet111

The OPERA computer code [2] was used to calculate the electromagnetic112

properties of the window frame dipole corrector magnet. Because the cross113

section of the magnet’s iron is well defined (window frame) there was no need114

to shape the magnet’s pole faces, therefore only 3D calculations were per-115

formed to calculate the multipoles of the magnet. These multipoles include116

the effect (interference) of the iron frames of the neighboring magnets. Fig. 6117

is a perspective view of the By field on a rectangular patch on the median118

plane. This By field is generated by the single window frame magnet with119

the coils as shown in Fig. 6. The 2D view of the By field shown in Fig. 6 is120

generated by the window frame magnet having the iron’s permeability and121

the current in the conductors of the coils is 2.29 A. The rest of the window122

frames shown in the figure have permeability µ=1. The extend of the By123

field in Fig. 6 has to be compared with the extend of the field generated by124

the same magnet but with the neighboring frames of the corrector magnets125

having the same permeability of the iron as the corrector magnet with the126

coils. The extend of the By field shown in Fig. 7 is less than that shown in127

Fig. 6 because the iron frames in Fig. 7 have the permeability of magnetic128

iron and act as field clamps.129

Although Figs. 6 and 7 show some details of the dipole field generated130

by the window frame corrector magnet, like the existence of some sextupole131

component of the dipole field, a better way to view the variation of the132

By component of the field as a function of the z distance measured from the133

center of the corrector magnet is shown in Fig. 8. The rectangles on the figure134

are the iron frames of the corrector magnets. The black curve corresponds to135
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the By field with all the window frames having permeability µ=1 except the136

window frame which generates the field that has the permeability of magnetic137

iron. The red curve corresponds to the By field with all the window frames138

having permeability of magnetic iron. Notice the red curve is not symmetric139

with respect to the center of the magnet at z=0, because the neighboring iron140

frames are not place symmetrically with the frame of the central magnet. An141

important information which can be used in beam optics calculations is the142

strength of the multipoles generated by the field of the corrector. These143

multipoles are generated by a Fourier expansion of the radial components of144

the field at a radious R= 1 cm and are plotted as a function of the the distance145

from the center of the corrector magnet in Fig. 9. The integrated strength of146

each multipole is shown in Table 4. The existance of a quadrupole multipole147

in a magnet with dipole symmetry is explained by the asymmetric placement148

of the neighboring window frame iron cores which affect the otherwise dipole149

symmetric field of the corrector. In Fig. 9 the values of the quadrupole and150

sextupole multipoles have been multiplied by 100 to be made visible in the151

plot. The integrated strength of the multipoles higher than sextupole is two152

order of magnitude lower then the sextupole strength. It is understood that153

the multipoles generated by the dipole corrector may be different along the154

four reference trajectories of the electron bunches, but simulation studies155

show that this difference is of second order effect.156

Table 4: The integrated multipoles of the dipole corrector at a radius R=1 cm.

Dipole Quadrupole Sextupole
[Tm] [Tm] [Tm]

2.1714x10−3 1.94x10−6 1.79x10−6

Dipole Quadrupole Sextupole
[units] [units] [units]

10000 8.9 8.2

4. superposition of the dipole corrector field with the field of the157

Halbach magnet158

Prior of deciding to manufacture and place the corrector magnets around159

the main Halbach magnets, magnetic field measurement were performed to160
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measure the effect of the dipole’s corrector field on the main field of the161

permanent magnet. Although it is clear that a permanent magnet is sat-162

urated along the easy direction (µ=1), therefore any external field will be163

superimposed along this direction, it was not clear how a known external164

field applied on a different direction will change the field of the permanent165

magnet. Such an experimental study was conducted [3] and the results of166

the measurements showed that the effect of the dipole correctors excited to167

their maximum field on the FFAG main magnets is almost negligible. The168

left picture in Fig. 10 shows the permanent magnet wedges which comprise169

a modified quadrupole Halbach magnet and the window frame magnet sur-170

rounding the Halbach magnet. The right picture in Fig. 10 is an expanded171

view of the window frame magnet. The cylindrical pipe through the dipole172

magnet is the rotating coil which measures the integrated multipoles of the173

PM-Quad+WF-Dipole assembly. APPENDIX A presents the results of the174

magnetic measurements performed by [3] and the conclusions.175

5. Appendix A: Superposition of Dipole field with the field of a176

Permanent Magnet Quadrupole177

This section includes the results of the magnetic measurements performed178

by [3].179

Fig. 11 shows the effect of the bare WF yoke on the normal (left) and skew180

(right) integrated multipoles of the PM quadrupole.181

Fig. 12 shows the effect of the Horizontal Field Generated by the WF dipole182

which is excited at its nominal current, on the normal (left) and skew (right)183

integrated multipoles of the PM quadrupole.184

Fig. 13 shows the effect of the Vertical field generated by the WF dipole on185

the normal (left) and skew (right) integrated multipoles of the PM quadrupole.186

Fig. 14 shows the effect of the Horizontal and Vertical fields generated by187

the WF dipole on the normal (left) and skew (right) integrated multipoles of188

the PM quadrupole.189

Fig. 15 is the summary of the measurements as provided by [3].190
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6. Appendix B: Generating a Dipole and a quadrupole field using191

the same four coils of a WF magnet192

The main sections of this technical note is devoted in providing infor-193

mation on the mechanical and electromagnetic properties of window frame194

magnet which generates a normal dipole (vertical field) by exciting two coils195

on the opposite vertical sides of the iron frame or generate a skew dipole196

(horizontal field) by exciting two coils on the opposite horizontal sides of the197

iron frame. This appendix discuses methods on how to connect coils of the198

widow frame magnet to generate a normal quadrupole or a skew quadrupole199

and combination of quadrupole field with dipole field. To cover as many200

possibilities of quadrupole and dipole fields the subsections below start with201

the most simple cases.202

6.1. Normal dipole only203

Details of generating a normal dipole was discussed in the main part of204

this technical note and in this subsection a schematic figure is provided to205

explain the connection of the coils of the window fram magnet. The picture206

in Fig. 16 (a) is a cross section of WF magnet with two racetrack coils wound207

around the vertical side to generate a normal dipole field. For simplicity in208

all the text below this magnet will be represented by only the two inner209

conductors of the coils as shown in Fig. 16 (c) with the outer conductors and210

the WF iron omitted. Fig. 17 is a schematic diagram showing the connection211

of the coils to generate a normal dipole field. Note that the top and bottom212

coils are not connected to a power supply. The sense of the normal field213

(pointing up or down) is adjusted by the polarity of the power supply.214

6.2. Skew dipole only215

To generate a skew dipole (horizontal field) the top and bottom coils216

shown in Fig. 17 are used instead of the vertical coils. Otherwise the connec-217

tion of the coils is identical to that of generating a normal field. The rotation218

of the WF magnet, which generates normal dipole field, by 90o is equive-219

lent to magnet which generates skew dipole field. At present the correction220

magnets of the CBETA FFAG line are either normal or skew dipoles.221

6.3. Normal and skew dipoles of same strength and sense222

Fig. 18 is a schematic diagram for the wire connection of the coils of223

the WF magnet which generates both normal and skew dipoles. If the coils224
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which generate normal field are identical to those which generate skew field,225

the strength of the normal dipole is the same with that of the skew dipole.226

Also if the of the normal field changes by changing the polarity of the power227

supply the sense of the skew dipole will change too. To change the sense of228

only one of the fields, say the normal field only, the wiring of the coils has to229

change.230

6.4. Normal and skew dipoles of variable strength and sense231

This subsection describes two ways of generating normal and skew fields232

of variable strength and sense.233

6.4.1. Normal and skew dipoles two independent power supplies234

Fig. 19 is schematic diagram showing the wire connection of the coils235

with two independent power supplies. Such a connection allows independent236

variation of the normal and skew dipole strength, as well as independent237

variation of the sense of the dipole fields by changing the polarity of the238

power supplies.239

6.4.2. Normal and skew dipoles with two power supplies one floating240

In applications where both normal and skew dipole fields are to maintain241

almost the same strength a floating power supply maybe used to vary slightly242

the strength of one of the fields. Fig. 20 is a schematic diagram for the wire243

connection of the coils of the WF magnet which generates both normal and244

skew dipoles but of variable strengths between the normal and the skew245

dipoles. The coils which generate the normal dipole field do not have to be246

identical to those which generate the skew dipole field. Note that there is247

an additional power supply which floating. This floating power supply works248

in conjunction with the regular power supply to adjust the strength and the249

sense of the normal and skew dipoles independently.250

6.5. Normal quadrupole251

Fig. 21 is a schematic diagram for the connections of the four identical252

coils of the WF magnet to generate a normal quadrupole. If the vertical coils253

are not identical with the horizontal ones the strength of the quadupole will254

correspond to the the coils with the least ampere-turns.255

6.6. Combination of Normal Quadrupole and Normal or Skew Dipole256

This can be accomplished in two ways as it is described in the following257

two subsections below.258
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6.6.1. Separate Quad and Dipole coils powered by separate power supplies259

Fig. 22 is a schematic diagram for the connections of the Quadrupole coils260

(4 coils) by a power supply and the connection of the Dipole coils (2 coils) by261

a separate power supply. This method requires six racetrack coils and two262

power supplies.263

6.6.2. Using floating power supplies to generate Normal Quad and Normal264

of Skew Dipole265

6.7. Combination of Normal Quadrupole with Normal and Skew Dipole266

This can be accomplished in two ways as it is described in the following267

two subsections below.268

6.7.1. Normal Quad Normal Dipole and Skew Dipole269

The Quad-coils, the Normal-Dipole-coils and the Skew-Dipole-coils are270

all separate and each type of coils is powered by a separate power supply.271

In all this method requires 8 coils and three power supplies. To reduce the272

sextupole component generated by the dipole coils it is recommended to273

wound the dipole coils right up against the iron frame.274

6.7.2. Normal Quad Normal Dipole and Skew Dipole with floating PS275

Fig. 24 is a schematic diagram for the wire connections of four coils and six276

power supplies to generate a Normal quadrupole combined with a Normal277

and Skew dipole field. This method requires four racetrack coils and six278

power supplies.279

7. References280
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[3] J. Animesh private communication283
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Figure 5: A picture of the quadrupole permanent magnet wedges surrounded by the Al
cooling block. The coils of the dipole corrector magnet are also shown.
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Figure 6: A perspective view of the By field on a rectangular patch. The iron of the
neighboring window frame magnets appear in the drawing to show the extend the field of
a single corrector inside the neighboring magnets. The current in the wire of the coil of
the single corrector magnet is at its maximum value of 2.29 A.

Figure 7: A perspective view of the By field on a rectangular patch. The iron of the
neighboring window frame magnets appear in the drawing to show the extend the field of
a single corrector inside the neighboring magnets. The current in the wire of the coil of
the single corrector magnet is at its maximum value of 2.29 A. The extend of the field of
the corrector magnet with the coils is reduced when the material of the neighboring iron
frames has the same permeability as the iron of the corrector magnet with the coils.
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Figure 8: The By component of the field as a function of z distance measured from the
center of the corrector magnet. The rectangles on the figure are the iron frames of the
corrector magnets. The black curve corresponds to the By field with all the window frames
having permeability µ=1 except the window frame which generates the field and has the
permeability of magnetic iron. The red curve corresponds to the By field with all the
window frames having permeability of iron. Notice the red curve is not symmetric with
respect to the center of the magnet because the neighboring iron frames are not place
symmetrically to the central one.
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Figure 9: The dipole, quadrupole and sextupole multipoles as a function of the longitudinal
distance z. The multipoles are the Fourier expansion of the radial field at a radius R=1 cm.
Notice that the values of the quadrupole and sextupole multipoles have been multiplied
by 100 to be visible in the graph.
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Figure 10: (Left) The window frame dipole magnet surrounding the permanent Halbach
type magnet. (Right) An expanded view of the window frame magnet. The cylindrical pipe
through the dipole magnet is the rotating coil which measures the integrated multipoles
of the PM-Quad+WF-Dipole assembly.

Figure 11: The effect of the WF yoke on the integrated normal (left) and skew (right)
multipoles of the PM quadrupole.
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Figure 12: The effect of the Horizontal field generated by the WF dipole magnet which is
excited at its nominal current on the integrated normal (left) and skew (right) multipoles
of the PM quadrupole.

Figure 13: The effect of the Vertical field generated by the WF dipole magnet on the
integrated normal (left) and skew (right) multipoles of the PM quadrupole.
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Figure 14: The effect of the Horizontal and Vertical fields generated by the WF dipole
magnet on the integrated normal (left) and skew (right) multipoles of the PM quadrupole.

Figure 15: The summary of the measurements as provided by [3]
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Figure 16: The cross section of a WF magnet (a) with two racetrack coils wound around
the vertical sides of the frame to generate normal dipole field. In this appendix this magnet
will be represented by the two inner conductors of the coil as shown in (c).

Figure 17: A schematic diagram showing the connection of the coils to generate a normal
dipole field. Note that the top and bottom coils are not connected to a power supply.
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Figure 18: A schematic diagram showing the connection of the coils to generate simulta-
neous a normal and skew dipole field. If the coils which generate normal field are identical
to those which generate vertical field the strength of the dipoles is the same.
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Figure 19: A schematic diagram showing the wire connection of the coils with two inde-
pendent power supplies. Such a connection allows independent variation of the normal
and skew dipole strength, as well as independent variation of the sense of the dipole fields
by changing the polarity of the power supplies.
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Figure 20: A schematic diagram for the wire connection of the coils of the WF magnet
which generates both normal and skew dipoles but of variable strengths between the
normal and the skew dipoles. The coils which generate the normal dipole field do not have
to be identical to those which generate the skew dipole field.
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Figure 21: A schematic diagram for the connections of the four identical coils of the WF
magnet to generate a normal quadrupole. If the vertical coils are not identical with the
horizontal ones the strength of the quadupole will correspond to the the coils with the
least ampere-turns.
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Figure 22: A schematic diagram for the connections of the Quadrupole coils by a power
supply and the connection of the Dipole coils by a separate power supply. This method
requires six racetrack coils and two power supplies.
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Figure 23: A schematic diagram of wiring four coils with three power supplies (two PS
floating) to generate a combined quadrupole and dipole field. This method requires four
coils and three power supplies.
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Figure 24: A schematic diagram of wiring four coils with five power supplies (4 PS are
floating) to generate a Normal quadrupole combined with a Normal and Skew dipole field.
This method requires four coils and six power supplies.
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